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In my recent book, Joyous Greetings: The First International Women’s
Movement, 1830 to 1860, I maintained that early radical feminists in both Europe and the
United States seized upon the concept of emancipation to advance their unpopular cause.
In this paper, I’d like to briefly recapitulate my reasoning there and expand it with regard
to women in the German states and France. Since Prof. Drescher will be dealing with
Frenchwomen, I will spend more time on the Germans. Throughout, I come to this
subject from the direction of feminism, rather than antislavery. Although the two causes
were often intertwined by American and British feminists in this era, who applied the
concept of emancipation to women’s situation relatively easily, in Germany and France
the word had different associations and resonance.
In Europe, the French Revolution of 1789 extended the concept of emancipation
to people who were not enslaved. “Emancipation” was increasingly used to signify the
hoped-for liberation of oppressed groups: the Third Estate, the peasantry, serfs, and Jews.
During the revolutionary era European feminists, among them Condorcet, Wollstonecraft,
and the German Theodor Gottlieb von Hippel, applied the term to women. Hippel’s 1792
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treatise, On Improving the Status of Women declares that men have enslaved women
since the dawn of time. Anticipating the argument of our august commentator by two
centuries, Hippel forcefully maintained that “the oppression of women is the cause of all
the rest of the oppression in the world.” He argued that this ancient enslavement
intensified in his own day when the revolutionary French government refused to
enfranchise “an entire half of a nation,” thus depriving the female sex of equal rights,
even though they “worked themselves to break the fetters in which the nation lay....” An
Enlightenment figure who supported the principles of the French Revolution while
deploring its violence, Hippel, like other contemporary feminists, pragmatically urged the
French government to ensure its democracy and liberalism by granting equal rights to
women:
even if slavery is tolerated and practiced on but a small scale, in the short or the .
long run it makes slaves of us all. Under a lenient, moderate governmental
system whose powers are not unlimited, the woman has from time immemorial
counted for more than in despotic states, where the slavery of the woman is
politically necessary.1
Hippel died in 1796 and his works fell into obscurity, but this association of
feminist principles with the French Revolution severely handicapped Germans who
wanted an improvement of women’s status throughout the nineteenth century. “Many
excellent reforms have encountered a long and obdurate resistence on this side of the
Rhine simply because they were said to be a product of the upheaval of 1789,” two
German feminists wrote in 1884,
and the women’s movement, in addition to its unfortunate origin [in France], was
brought into disrepute as the ‘Emancipation of Women.’ The greatest stumblingblock in our way has been the signification given to this term, and we tacitly
1
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agreed to avoid its use, although it was impossible to find one which could
exactly replace it.2

Compounding emancipation’s unfortunate provenance for Germans was its use by
the French Saint-Simonian movement in the early 1830s. The Saint-Simonian concept of
“emancipation of the flesh” was usually interpreted by both male Saint-Simonians and
society as a whole as “free love” -- the right to end marriages, engagements, and sexual
liaisons at will, regardless of law, religion, or the existence of children engendered by
such unions. The French author George Sand’s immense influence as the embodiment of
the “emancipated woman” beginning in the 1830s and her claiming “freedom of the
heart” for the female sex contributed to the sexualization of the concept of female
emancipation. Thus the linkage of women and any word meaning greater independence - emancipation, freedom, liberation or liberty -- was invariably interpreted sexually in this
period, especially in the German states but also throughout the Western community. The
all-male Young Germany literary movement of the 1830s “wanted the ‘femme libre’ [the
Saint-Simonian term for the “free woman” who practiced “emancipation of the flesh”]
and dreamed of unbounded sexual pleasure,” writes German literary scholar Renate
Möhrmann.3 Historian Carola Lipp comments that “45 years of emnity to France
hindered the 1848 reception of Frenchwomen’s progress. When ‘emancipation’ was
typically used in Württemberg, it meant emancipation in the french style” and presented
“pictures which Württemberg women could hardly identify with.”4
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Given these difficulties with the application of emancipation to women’s
situation, what is surprising is how often German feminists used it in the 1830s and ‘40s.
Where did they encounter the concept? In her first feminist piece, published under the
“half-pseudonym” Otto Stern in 1843 and titled “Female Emancipation,” Louise Otto
called “emancipation...the catchword of our day.” 5 In part, the word was in the air
because of discussions about the retrograde political and social situation in the German
states. The Germanies were considered politically backward in this period, a situation
which conservatives lauded and liberals deplored. Lacking constitutions, basic civil
liberties, and established rights, Germans turned to the language of liberation -- both
religious and secular -- to transform their situation. German feminists certainly
encountered the term “emancipation” in contemporary discussions about freeing German
Jews from existing legal restrictions and penalties. But the discourse over
“emancipating” Jews by admitting them to civil equality drew on the language of the
universal rights of man while debating whether the Jews’ “faith” or “race” disqualified
them from being part of a “fatherland” founded on Christianity and Germanic descent.6
The vocabulary used by early German feminists was completely different. It
reflected the belief that the situation of German women was not equal to that in other
Western nations. Germans only think of woman “as a hausfrau, not a rational being and
intellectual companion,” as English reformer William Howitt complained after he and his
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wife Mary had lived in Heidelberg from 1840 to ’43.7 To protest this oppression,
Germans who wanted to improve women’s status employed the language of abolitionism.
Not only “emancipation,” but “slavery,” “chains,” “bondage,” “fetters,” and “masters”
appear frequently in their writings. Linkage to the contemporaneous Anglo-American
anti-slavery movements could have been provided by the press, by correspondence, and
by foreign visitors like the Howitts. The couple arrived in Heidelberg right after the
London World Anti-Slavery Convention of 1840, where they vigorously protested that
body’s decision not to let the American female delegates take their seats.8 Early German
feminists frequently worked the radical concept that women were the slaves of men into
their poetry, novels, and essays. While men could generally use such language free of
sexual innuendo, women carried the extra burden of having to reject insinuations that
they only advocated their own emancipation in order to be sexually liberated. They also
came under far more severe criticism than their male counterparts if they dared to
question religious orthodoxy, as we shall see in the case of Louise Aston.
One strategy for Germans who wanted to claim more for women was to oppose
the morality of their own countrywomen to the licentiousness of the French. In her
article on female emancipation, Louise Otto sought to distinguish between “the
emancipation of women,” desired by “all who prize progress” and “the emancipation of
the flesh” of the French Saint-Simonians, the source of “the shameless picture of the
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femme libre” before which “every German woman lowers her eyes.”9 A major theme in
Ida Frick’s 1845 feminist fantasy, Women’s Slavery and Freedom, is that German
women should reject the false French values of coquettery, gallantry, and slavery to
fashion in favor of superior German “simplicity,” “investigation of the self,” and
freedom. Frick similarly opposed the “courage” of the women of early Germanic tribes
to the decadence and false values of ancient Rome. Instead of chasing the “fool’s gold”
of the social life of French salons, German women should cultivate “the moral purity of
Northern women.”10 Linking women’s emancipation to Germanic values and
nationalism was a strategy which would be employed throughout the nineteenth century - Louise Otto maintained it for much of her lengthy feminist career.
But it contained problems of its own. Distancing female emancipation from both
French revolutionary values and sexual liberation had the effect of weakening and
diminishing the claims feminists were able to make on behalf of women. I’ve found that
in this period the willingness to equate women’s situation with that of slaves is a marker
of feminists’ radicalism. Otto herself was extremely wary of using such terms, reflecting
the circumspection which led her also to downplay demands for women’s suffrage in
these years. Once she dropped her male pseudonym, she avoided the language of slavery
and emancipation and criticized those who employed it.
Others were bolder. In her early novels, Luise Mühlbach repeatedly invoked these
themes. The heroine of The Lively World (1841) refused “to be any man’s slave”
because she “loves her freedom and will not surrender it for chains, whose weight one
can never weigh before one has been fettered with them.” Her 1849 Aphra Behn
9
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compared the uprisings of Caribbean slaves to its heroine’s embrace of female
emancipation. Based loosely on the life of the seventeenth-century English author, Aphra
Behn contains powerful denunciations of female slavery:
“I am a woman, that is my entire misfortune,” she said. “Men have taken
everything from us, even the right of spiritual creation! We can only be the slaves
of our husbands and bear their children, that is our duty and our profession....But
I, I want to be equal to men! I want to be free, not bound!....I don’t want to be a
wife anymore, but rather a free, feeling, thinking, and purposeful human
creature!”11
Other novelists, like Fanny Lewald and Ida Hahn-Hahn, also used emancipation and
slavery to express their feminist ideas. In these years, when censorship still prevailed in
many German states, writers worked feminist themes into their fiction and poetry,
ensuring the spread of such ideas to a far wider audience than that reached by political
tracts.
In 1846, however, a real-life case involving the feminist author Louise Aston
galvanized discussion of female emancipation in Germany. Unhappily married at 20 to
an English industrialist 24 years her senior, Aston divorced her husband after nine years
of marriage and moved to Berlin with her three-year-old daughter. Two years later, in
1846, she published a provocative poetry collection entitled Wild Roses. Many of her
twelve poems challenged the limits of acceptable female expression. “A Sacred
Ceremony” denounced both Christian priests and their religion for allowing marriages of
convenience like Aston’s own. “Dithyrambe” thanked “the god of the grape vines” for
destroying “the old world”: “So might all that holds the heart in chains/ Perish and die!”
10
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The refrain of “Life Motto” was “Free life, free love/ May I always be true!” and the
verses praised “the free choice of free hearts” and “love” which had been “oft enslaved,/
Without rights or fatherland....” “To George Sand” extolled the French writer as “the free
woman...Free from sin, because free from error....

Calmed by your spirit’s magic beams
I can bravely scorn the crowd’s contempt:
Let them pray before the golden calf
And sacrilegiously slander the prophets;
I stand with you, veiled from their eyes
On the free heights in holy rapture!12
A few days after the anthology appeared, the police, who had already received
complaints about Aston’s presence in male taverns and cafés, reported her to the
government. Interrogated by a Berlin magistrate about her beliefs on religion and
marriage, Aston replied that she did not agree with either as currently constituted. The
government then declared her “a danger to civic peace and order” and gave her eight days
to leave the city.13
Debate ensued in journals and newspapers. Aston publicized her side in My
Emancipation, Proscription, and Justification, published of necessity in neutral Belgium
later that year. She explained that what she longed for was Sand’s definition of female
emancipation: “the right and dignity of women to participate in free relationships, in
which an honorable approach to love can be cultivated.”14 Claiming the sexual side of
female emancipation in Germany alienated many liberals. Louise Otto quickly distanced
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herself from Aston’s “immorality” and Johannes Ronge, a leader of the German Catholic
movement which supported feminist aspirations, denounced her.
But Aston soon received important support from another emerging German
feminist. Mathilde Franziska von Tabouillet, later Anneke, shared Aston’s experiences
as an unhappily married woman, a divorcée, and a single mother attempting to raise a
daughter on her own. In her 1847 defense of Aston, Woman in Conflict with Social
Circumstances, Anneke questioned the double standard which blamed women for
divorce and condemned them for the same religious beliefs admired in Spinoza and
Hegel. She also expanded the argument that women were currently no better off than
slaves. “Why do opinions which men have been able to hold for centuries seem so
dangerous to the government when held by women?,” she asked,
Because they nourish with their hearts’ blood...the belief...that they will never
again let themselves be sold into slavery. Is this the reason? Yes it is, because
truth upheld by women, goes forth as a conqueror which overthrows the thrones
of tyrants and despots. Because truth alone will set us free and loosen the bonds
of self-denial and the shackles of slavery.15
An activist who ran a “communist salon” in Cologne with her second husband, a radical
army officer, Anneke did not further develop her arguments about women’s slavery until
she emigrated to America after the 1848/49 revolution.
The revolution itself allowed German feminists to increase their demands for
women and, in so doing, to use the radical imagery of slavery to make their case. Aston
returned to Berlin after the March uprising and published her journal, The Freedom
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Fighter, there for seven months in 1848; its first issue asserted that women no longer had
to remain “what they have always been -- children or slaves.”16
Four other feminist periodicals appeared in these years: the Women’s Mirror,
which has not survived, Anneke’s Women’s Newspaper, which ran for only three issues
as a cloak for the outlawed socialist journal published by her husband, Otto’s Women’s
Newspaper, and Louise Dittmar’s Social Reform. The last was the most radical.
Dittmar, who published anonymously until her parents’ death, developed her feminist
arguments at the freethinking Mannheim Monday Club, which included Jewish as well as
Christian members. Alone among German feminists, she argued that there were no
innate differences between the sexes. Dittmar analyzed women’s oppression as
economically and politically based, argued for equal laws, education, and job training
subsidized by the state, and defended the female right to sexuality. It is in the four issues
of Social Reform, reprinted in 1849 as The Essence of Marriage, Along with Some
Essays about Women’s Social Reform, that the concept of slavery is most frequently and
forcefully applied to women’s situation.17
“The freedom of women is the greatest revolution, not just of our own day, but of
all time,” Dittmar proclaimed, “since it breaks fetters which are as old as the world.”
Going on to argue that women were also enslaved by the “fetters of idealization” and the
“shackles of beauty,” she concluded that women had been “victims” long enough. Unlike
a number of American feminists, who tended to distinguish between slavery and poverty,
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Dittmar linked the two conditions. “As long as money rules, we [women] are slaves
without money,” she asserted.18 In her long essay on marriage, she argued that when
women were financially and politically dependent, most marriages would be unhappy.
Only the application of “democratic principles” to marriage itself could transform a
situation in which “the political position of men vis à vis women is that of the patricians
to the plebeians, of the free to the slaves.”19
In addition to her own writings, Dittmar published pieces from other writers and
the radical revolutionary press. A lengthy essay from the Heidelberger Volksführer
excoriated the current condition of most marriages:
Men have, by virtue of the laws, put the weapons in their own hands....and many
women bear, as signs of bondage and slavery, bruises on their bodies in honor of
their husbands, since her strict married lord has inflicted these often for a
meaningless petty crime....Do not let mockery confuse the emancipation
of women (liberation from slavish relationships) with those who make it seem
ridiculous....The fundamental rights of the German people have already been
drafted....It would be an insult to all noble-thinking men if they did not forthrightly help women to participate in this joyful freedom in all relations.
Otherwise women must pass on their slave-chains from generation to
generation.20
Otto welcomed Dittmar’s Social Reform in the pages of her own Women’s
Newspaper. Although she disagreed with some of Dittmar’s points, she supported her
questioning of “the spiritual and material fetters of the entire female sex.”21 Similar
opinions appeared in other radical papers. “Without exception, our women are more or
less slaves of their husbands or relatives, or better said, the slaves of slaves,” wrote a
Cologne journal in 1849, going on to urge new legislation and financial support to free
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poor women both from the “tyranny” of their husbands and the “inhumanity” of
prostitution. “Freedom is moral; slavery immoral,” they concluded.22
These writings represent the highwater mark of German radicalism. As the
revolution went under in the early 1850s, the use of slavery to characterize women’s lot
disappeared from German discourse. Anneke and Aston went into exile, Dittmar never
found another publisher, and Otto survived by remaining silent throughout the 1850s.
Daring to criticize women’s oppression publically by drawing on the vocabulary of
abolitionism needed the support of a society which did not put people in jail at hard labor
for voicing such opinions. When a German women’s movement re-emerged in the later
decades of the nineteenth century, it was far more moderate and restrained than the
radical feminism of mid-century.
Although the denouement of French radical feminism mirrored that in the German
states, its origins differed. Many French feminist documents of the 1789 era applied
emancipation to women’s situation. While most Frenchwomen later repudiated both the
Enlightenment and revolutionary models of womanhood in favor of domesticity, a native
radical tradition survived. The early socialist Saint-Simonian movement was French in
origin and its self-named New Women frequently applied the analogy of slavery to the
female condition. “Because we have deeply felt the slavery and nullity that weighs upon
our sex, we are raising up our voices,” went the lead editorial of the first issue of the
Saint-Simoniennes’ 1832 newspaper, La Femme Libre.23 Sexual innuendoes in the male
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French press forced them to change its title, but these early feminists continued to use the
term frequently.
A women’s movement arose from the Saint-Simonian community because male
leaders simultaneously nurtured female participation in the movement while severely
limiting women’s agency. From its inception in the late 1820s, Saint-Simonianism
welcomed women to its ranks, largely because of its belief that many of society’s ills had
been generated by ignoring the supposedly innate female virtues of peace, harmony, and
love. By the early 1830s, however, women within the movement complained that “male
Saint-Simonians are more male than they are Saint-Simonian” -- that is, that the men
were more interested in free love than in allowing women an equal share in the
movement’s leadership.24 In 1831 the few women already in the hierarchy were
dismissed, and the movement’s new “Supreme Father” proclaimed that “female
emancipation” could best be achieved by the “rehabilitation of the flesh” through free
love while calling on women “formulate for herself her law of the future.”25
The result was the creation of the world’s first independent feminist movement.
Naming themselves the “New Women,” Saint-Simoniennes analyzed their situation both
within the community and society as a whole as that of slaves. “Women alone will say
what freedom they want” wrote “Joséphine-Félicité” in the women’s journal,
Whoever else may desire our freedom, I want it, and that is the essential point. I
wanted it before encountering the Saint-Simonians or Monsieur Fourier. I want it
in spite of those who oppose it, and....I am free....It is now up to us to work for
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our liberty by ourselves; it is up to us to work for it without the help of our
masters.26
These New Women rapidly developed a new feminist vision of what society
could become by rigorously applying the concepts of slavery and emancipation to
existing structures and ideas. They discarded last names as signifiers of male dominion
and female slavery. “If we continue to take the names of men...we will be slaves without
knowing it,” wrote Désirée Véret; Jeanne Deroin asserted that “This custom which
obliges the wife to take her husband’s name is nothing but a branding iron which prints
on the slave’s forehead the initials of the master’s name....”27
The Saint-Simonian movement coined the phrase “the emancipation of the worker
will lead to the emancipation of the woman.” The New Women first reversed this slogan,
arguing that only female emancipation could lead to workers’ emancipation. Later they
deconstructed this false opposition, arguing that since most women were workers, any
true liberation must include both “material emancipation,” providing “everything that the
people and women need,” as well as “social emancipation” from the false concept of
male dominance. Building on the Saint-Simonian argument that capitalism had
intensified the subordination of women, the New Women asserted that only egalitarian
socialism could free women from slavery to men: “As long as a man provides us our
material needs, he can also demand that in exchange we submit to whatever he desires,
and it is very difficult to speak out freely when a woman does not have the means to live
independently.”28
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Increasingly, the New Women emphasized their need for financial emancipation
from men through “a new organization of the household and industry.” While they
debated the values and dangers of sexual liberation, they consistently stressed their need
to be freed from the existing choices of marriage, prostitution, or jobs which did not pay
enough to live on. “Once woman is delivered and emancipated from the yoke of tutelage
and protection of man,” wrote Claire Démar, “once she no longer receives from man her
food or wages, once man no longer pays her the price of her body, then women’s
existence and social position will derive only from her own ability and works.”29
Démar’s last writing, My Law of the Future (1833), attempted to envision what
life might be like once “the heavy chain of slavery” had been cast off and woman had
“repudiate[d] the injurious protection of the man who would call himself her master and
is only her equal!”30 Arguing that women, like men, desired sexual change and freedom,
Démar urged that society liberate women from the necessity to raise children by
advocating “social motherhood.” First advanced in Plato’s Republic, this system had
those best at it parent raise children instead than those who gave birth to them.
Throughout, Démar used the analogy to slavery to urge the liberation of “man, woman,
and child” from “the law of blood and from exploitation of humanity by humanity!”31
Démar’s pamphlet was reprinted in 1834, but later that year the Saint-Simonian
movement collapsed. Some of the New Women followed the “Supreme Father” to Egypt
in a quest to find the female messiah; others continued to meet in Paris. From 1836 to
‘38, they contributed to Gazette des femmes, a new feminist journal, edited by the de
Mauchamps. Its strategy for feminist reform was to petition the legislature, a new tactic
29
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in France, and one which historian Claire Moses argues was adapted from the AngloAmerican abolitionist movement. Between 1836 and 1839, numerous petitions for
women’s rights were presented, unsuccessfully, to the French government.32 One for the
reinstatement of divorce asserted that
Harmony between spouses, as in all kinds of association, can only result from a
relationship of equals...The hideous union of despotism and servitude perverts
the master and the slave, and such is our nature that dependence obliterates all
affection.33
It was one of three petitions penned by the next French feminist to use the analogy to
slavery to advance women’s rights, the individualistic and idiosyncratic Flora Tristan.
Considering herself an independent loner, Tristan read and was influenced by
Saint-Simonian writings. When she returned from her 1833-4 trip to Peru, she attended
the weekly meetings of the Gazette des femmes editorial board. Her 1838 account of her
South American journey, Peregrinations of a Pariah, is filled with comparisons of women
to slaves. On a personal level, Tristan described her own situation as that of a woman
“enslaved to a man at an age when all resistance was vain” by having married at
seventeen. Arguing more universally, she declared that “In Europe, women are men’s
slaves just as they are here [in Peru] and have to suffer even more from men’s tyranny.”
Throughout, she analyzed the female situation as one of enslavement to individual men,
as well as to the all-male institutions of church and state. She urged others to join her “in
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open revolt against a social order which sanctioned the enslavement of the weaker sex.”34
The paired themes of slavery and emancipation run throughout the remaining works of
Tristan’s short life.
Her dissection of social conditions in early industrial England focused on British
hypocrisy, especially about freedom:
In this country, which claims to be free...one half of the nation is not only
deprived of its civil and political rights, it is also in many ways virtually
enslaved; women can be sold in the market-place, and the legislative assembly
denies them a place in its bosom. Oh shame! Shame on a society that persists
in such barbarous customs! What ridiculous arrogance that England should
insist on the right to impose her principles of liberty throughout the world! Yet
where is there a country more oppressed than England: even the Russian serf is
happier than the English factory worker or Irish peasant. Is there any place on
earth where women do not enjoy more freedom than in the British Isles?35
Tristan’s hyperbole should not obsure her perspicacious analysis of the situation facing
English women and workers. Four years before Engels’s work on Manchester, she
maintained that the condition of the English proletariat was even worse than that of most
slaves, “but do not think for a moment that I should want to commit the sacrilege of
condoning any form of slavery.” Early French feminists’ socialist background led them
to see no conflict between the “pauperization” of industrial workers and the condition of
chattel slaves -- both seemed the inevitable result of exploitative economic systems.
(American feminists generally argued that slaves were much worse off.)36 In her last
completed book, The Workers’ Union, Tristan continued to argue that ending the slavery
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of women through egalitarian, democratic socialism would benefit both the sexes and
society as a whole.
Her writings influenced other early European feminists. Subscribers to The
Workers’ Union included Pauline Roland, Jeanne Deroin’s husband, and George Sand.
The veteran English abolitionist, Anne Knight, copied pages of Tristan’s writings into her
diary, in addition to most of Claire Démar’s My Law of the Future and other writings of
the New Women. In the volatile months following the French Revolution of 1848, these
women pressed hard for women’s rights, employing the argument that women’s situation
resembled that of slaves or the proletariat, and that denying them basic civil liberties
would cause the revolution to fail.
Knight, who had welcomed the American female delegates to London in 1840,
moved to Paris in 1847. During the revolution, she and Deroin addressed a number of
public letters to government officials, urging “the complete abolition of all privileges of
sex, of race, of birth, of caste, and of fortune” to ensure the success of the new republic.
“I have fought for twenty years against the oppression of slavery; this question and that
of the rights of women are one,” Knight wrote a French minister who had sponsored
legislation outlawing women from joining political clubs.37 Influenced by Knight,
Tristan, and her early contact with Saint-Simonianism, Jeanne Deroin worked this theme
into her numerous writings of the revolutionary years -- so much so that her biographer
said that her life’s work could be summarized by a single word, “emancipation.”
“Humanity goes forward...however, woman, still a slave, remains veiled and silent....she
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has no name, no country, she is banished from the sanctuary....bent under the yoke of
man,” she wrote in a series of lectures she delivered in 1848.38 Her solution was
complete equality, the “abolition” of all privileges. One of the first to oppose the
socialist anti-feminism of P.J. Proudhon, she deconstructed his famous dictum that
women must be either “housewives or harlots” in the pages of her feminist newspaper:
“To your dilemma, Monsieur, I will oppose another which for me is an axiom: slave and
prostituted or free and chaste -- for woman, there is no middle ground. Prostitution is the
result of the slavery of women, of ignorance, and of poverty.”39
Deroin’s daring should not blind us to the difficulties that Frenchwomen faced in
employing terms like emancipation and slavery. In March of 1848, a group of women
formed the Society for the Emancipation of Women. Their manifesto demanded that
liberty, equality, and fraternity be extended to the female sex to ensure the success of the
revolution. But they felt compelled to add a footnote to the front page explaining their
use of this controversial term:
The word emancipation, in its positive and legitimate meaning, signifies, above
all, intellectual and moral liberation. This first and superior condition being, for
both sexes, the normal basis of all social progress....The word emancipation is still
so often abused that this explanatory note seemed necessary. 40
This diffidence -- so similar to that of German women in the same era -- presaged the
imminent defeat of feminist claims. Activist women correctly feared that their demands
and actions would only be interpreted sexually. In an era in which women in general
were routinely referred as “the sex,” any attempt to introduce women’s rights to the
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legislature met with laughter and crude jokes. Female suffrage was defeated 899 to 1.
The deposed king, Louis Philippe, had remarked that “she who gives birth should not
rule” -- the male revolutionaries of 1848 expanded this dictum by insisting that women’s
sexuality prevented them from any participation in the “public sphere” of government.41
Proudhon’s views -- that a woman’s value was two-thirds that of a man’s, that just as
men could not be wet-nurses, so women could not be legislators, that women divided into
housewives or harlots -- received the support of the left. The conservative right remained
hostile to any extension of women’s rights. By the early 1850s, the French women’s
movement, previously “the most advanced and the most experienced of all Western
feminist movements,” writes Claire Moses, had been destroyed and silenced. Deroin
went into exile in London, Roland died from her harsh life in prison, Voilquin emigrated
to Louisiana, others left for Belgium and Switzerland.42
In the 1850s, a few stalwart Frenchwomen continued to press for feminism, but
they were forced begin by countering Proudhon. Juliet Adam’s Idées antiproudhoniennes of 1858 continued to use the concept of emancipation on women’s
behalf, but dropped any overt comparison to slavery. Over half her text was spent
refuting the new socialist anti-feminism. Only Jenny d’Héricourt, previously associated
with the Saint-Simonians, continued to use the slavery analogy consistently, and in the
1850s she could not get her writings published in France. But she too remained on the
defensive. Her 1860 treatise, The Freed Woman, had as its subtitle A Reply to Monsieurs
Michelet, Proudhon, etc. and d’Héricourt prudently avoided the French word
“emancipée” in favor of the less provocative “affranchi.” However, d’Héricourt
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passionately battled Proudhon’s misogyny. In 1856, he had written that “the sort of
crusade that is being carried on at this time by a few estimable ladies in both hemispheres
in behalf of the prerogatives of their sex...[is] an infatuation that proceeds precisely from
the infirmity of the sex and its incapacity to understand and govern itself.” D’Héricourt
replied:
An infatuation like that of slaves, pretending that they were created freemen; of
the citizens of ’89 proving that men are equal before the law. Do you know who
were, who are the infatuated? The masters, the nobles, the whites, the men who
have denied, who do deny, and who will deny, that slaves, citizens, blacks, and
women, are born for liberty and equality.43
By 1860, when d’Héricourt wrote, this nation was on the brink of civil war.
Within a few years, the United States ended legal slavery and Russia freed its serfs.
Western feminists used the slavery analogy, which gained a great deal of its power from
actual existence of slaves within the Euro-American world, less often. When they did,
they extended its reach. In 1867, when the Russian medical student Nadezhda Suslova
successfully defended her thesis at the University of Zurich (one of the few medical
schools to admit women in these years). Prof. Edmund Rose spoke on her behalf: “Her
thesis proves the aptitude of women for scientific work better than any theoretical
discussion of the Woman Question. Soon we are coming to the end of slavery for
women, and soon we will have the practical emancipation of women in every country and
with it the right to work.”44 “Soon” has not yet arrived. We can only hope that some of
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us may witness the time when the analogy of slavery to women’s situation will no longer
be used because the conditions which created it have completely disappeared.

